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Abstract

Since the late 1980s, support has been growing for a "systemic" vision of reform
which would pair ambitious, coordinated state policies with professional discretion at the
school site. Policymakers at all levels of government, as well as associations, foundations
and national agencies support this approach.

This paper highlights issues and strategies which characterize the unfolding of
systemic reform in the United States. Drawing from research on state reform efforts
conducted over several years by the Consortium for Policy Research in Education, the
paper discusses issues such as the following:

What vision drives systemic reform?

What policies, are included in integrated strategies?

Which policy instruments should states use to "lead" systemic reform?

How can the public and professionals be involved in the reform process?

How is political support for systemic reform built and maintained?

How can "bottom-up" reforms be incorporated with state-led curriculum guidance?

Do school personnel have the capactity to promote ambitious student outcomes?

What are the equity implications of systemic reform strategies?

Can the development of systemic reform strategies withstand state fiscal stress?
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introduction

Education policy in the United States has been characterized by a lack of coherence
and an emphasis on low-level skills. The incoherence reflects our multi-level, fragmented
governance structure; the high volume of education policy production at all levels,
particularly in reform eras like the 1980s; and a tendency to address each problem with a
distinct special program. Policies and projects, often in conflict with one another, wash
over the system without substantial impact on the conventional and unambitious content
and pedagogy characterizing many classrooms. Many individual schools aim higher but
find little support for their ambition from the larger systemnot from textbooks that
water down content, nor from standardized tests focused on isolated skills, nor from
teacher preparation programs that emphasize credit collection over deep understanding of
content and pedagogy. Less advantaged schools often lack the resources to buck the
system, but even schools that do reform find it hard to sustain their efforts over time
(Smith and O'Day 1991b; CPRE 1991b; Elmore 1991a).

In the 1980s, the Consortium for Policy Research in Education (CPRE) studied the
state education reform movementthe so-called "first wave" state mandates and so-called
"second wave" school-based change efforts. Our research pointed to the reforms' lack of
coherence and their failure to encourage more challenging teaching and learning (see, for
example, Clune and White 1988; Clune 1989; Fuhrman, Clune and Elmore 1988;
Firestone, Fuhrman and Kirst 1989). But there were exceptions. To create some sense of
coherence out of this chaos, leaders in California pioneered a novel reform strategy in the
1980s. They called for ambitious, common goals of student learning and achievement and
the close coordination of various elements of the policy infrastructure around the outcome
expectations. Similarly, Connecticut began to develop a Common Core of Learning and
related assessments.

Drawing on CPRE research and our many consultations with policymakers, Marshall
Smith and Jennifer O'Day conceptualized and further refined what they termed a
"systemic" vision of reform which would pair ambitious, coordinated state policies with
restructured governance. They proposed simultaneously "increasing coherence in the
system through centralized coordination and increasing professional discretion at the
school site. Thus while schools have the ultimate responsibility to educate thoughtful,
competent, and responsible citizens, the staterepresenting the publichas the
responsibility to define what 'thoughtful, competent, and responsible citizens' will mean
in the coming decade and century" (Smith and O'Day 1991b, p. 254).

Since the late 1980s when systemic reform ideas began to circulate, a national
movement under the rubric has been launched. Numerous players at all levels of
government as well as associations, foundations and other independent organizations
advocate and support this change (e.g, National Governors' Association 1991; The
Business Roundtable 1991). Involved are dozens of states as diverse as Arkansas.
Arizona, Vermont and Kentucky; national agencies like the National Science Foundation



and the U.S. Department of Education; and organizations including The Business
Roundtable, the Education Commission of the States, and the National Governors'
Association.

Other developments in our culture also support systemic reform. For example,
disciplinary associations, like the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, have
begun to reach consensus on very challenging student outcomes. Spurred by the
establishment of national education goals, similar efforts are underway in other subject
areas. Business leaders, represented on panels like the Secretary's Commission on
Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS), are also participating in efforts to establish
competency goals for students. Such activities provide support for the notion of
challenging, communally identified outcomes. Surrounded by such broad, societal
backing, policy efforts to establish and reinforce such outcomes take on increased
authority and leverage.

The Consortium for Policy Research in Education examines policy efforts to enhance
student learning. We have been studying recent reform efforts in many states (including
California, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey,
New York, South Carolina, and Texas) and working with associations and other
researchers examining progress elsewhere. Diverse political, economic, and legal
traditions; policy cultures; and notions of best practice shape the ways states approach
reform. Although they answer the questions that arise in different ways, states face a
common set of challenges in crafting reform strategies.

By addressing a series of questions, this paper highlights issues and strategies which
characterize the unfolding of systemic reform in the nation. In one sense, raising so many
issues suggests a need for caution. Can systemic reform provide logical coherence to the
disorderly world of policy and practice? A better way to view it is to consider systemic
reform as a process of integration, an organizing principle, at work in various ways and
degrees and at an early stage of exploration and development. Systemic reform is thus an
unfolding agenda for policy and a continuing subject for policy research.

What vision drives systemic reform?

While the words "systemic reform" take on many meanings, depending on the users,
two themes predominate. Some use the ten.: to refer to comprehensive change that is
focused on many aspects of the system. Others stress the notion of policy integration,
coordination or coherence around set of clear outcomes.

States have long experience with comprehensive policy efforts that touch upon
multiple components of schooling, often in the form of omnibus education legislation. In
the 1980s, legislatures passed omnibus reform bills that exacted more stringent graduation
requirements, professional standards, and discipline policies, raised teacher salaries,



extended school days and years, and more. Although often undertaken with broad
objectives to improve academic achievement, decision-makers analyzed each program or
policy instrument independently. As a result, no common, core goals united the diverse
policy and program areas (Firestone, Fuhrman and Kirst 1989; Firestone et al. 1991).

Coordinated efforts, by contrast, assemble policy reforms to undergird a more
focused set of policy goals. Explicit goals which articulate the meaning of more rigorous
academic standards are critical. In recent years, many states have crafted goal statements
for the entire education system in general as well as for curriculum in particular. States
like Michir 'in, South Carolina, Alabama and West Virginia adopted, with some
modification, the systemwide objectives developed by the National Education Goals Panel.
Others are creating their own. Vermont's four education goals. for example, include a
commitment to restructuring; to attracting and supporting effective teachers; to helping
each child become a competent, caring, productive, responsible individual and citizen who
values life-long learning; and to creating community partnerships. In addition, Vermont's
Department of Education, in concert with the lay public, is constructing particular goals
for the school curriculum.

Once goals are established, integrated strategies focus on coordinating various aspects
of policy so they reinforce the goals and one another. Examples of integrated approaches
include:

California. In California, curriculum frameworks and guidelines underpin the
state's testing program (California Achievement Program), staff development,
textbook adoption, school evaluations, and publicly disseminated accountability
reports. Since the mid-1980s, the frameworks have become increasingly more
sophisticated and the tests have incorporated more writing and higher-order
thinking skills. Tests are now being completely overhauled to use performance-
based and other authentic assessment strategies.

Kentucky. In 1990 the state legislature passed the Kentucky Education Reform
Act (KERA) which weaves together curriculum, governance and finance policies.
Six overall learning goals are the basis for 75 "valued outcomes" specifying what
students should know and be able to do. In turn, the valued outcomes will
provide the foundation for curriculum frameworks and new statewide authentic
assessments for grades 4, 8 and 12. Kentucky is helping local districts develop
additional, voluntary assessments which would be modeled after the state
instruments. Eventually, schools and teachers will receive rewards or sanctions
based on student performance on the tests and other factors. The law also takes
aim at pre-school and out-of-school factors which effect learning.

Texas. Since 1984, the state board of education has established a set of
"essential elements" representing core areas of knowledge, attitudes. values. and
skills in all content areas. These became the basis for the Texas student
assessment programs, curriculum frameworks, staff development, teacher



assessment programs, and textbook adoption. Over the last few years, the state
began to upgrade learning expectations, including more higher-order skills. Very
recently, the legislature chartered the Committee on Student Learning to establish
new curriculum frameworks and performance-based assessment in key subjects.
A Committee on the Profession of Teaching is simultaneously examining teacher
licensure and recertification in light of the changes in K-12 curriculum.

The past failures of fragmented policy suggest that "integration" is critical to reform
that is truly "systemic." However, the political system is more accustomed to the
"comprehensive" notion. Typically, legislatures build coalitions by bundling together
many discrete programs. With omnibus or comprehensive approaches, many policymakers
can share credit and satisfy diverse constituencies. More integrated approaches require
tradeoffs and difficult choices among policy options. Therefore, achieving and
maintaining coherence presents political challenges, some of which are discussed in more
depth later in this paper.

What policies are included in integrated strategies?

The logic of systemic reform suggests that state efforts focus on providing more
coherent guidance to instruction (Cohen and Spillane 1992). So, at a minimum, reform
strategies would encompass policies that centrally influence teaching and learning.
Curriculum frameworks that express desired student learning outcomes would be the
anchor for other curriculum nolicies, instructional materials, teacher professional
development and student assessment (Smith and O'Day 1991b).

States vary in the scope or range of policy variables included in the systemic
strategy. California, Kentucky, Texas and South Carolina attempted to coordinate a broad
number of programs and policies. For example, the Texas committee charged with
developing learning goals as a basis for related policies is also to recommend necessary
changes in regulation, college entrance requirements and graduation requirements. The
Kentucky Education Reform Act of 1990 (KERA) includes restructuring of the state
department, school governance and the organization of schools as well as integrated
reforms of key instructional policies.

Kentucky also enlarged the scope of reform to include various aspects of children's
lives that could affect learning. The state created a plan for a network of Family or Youth
Resource Centers, to be located at or near schools with a high concentration of poverty,
and to focus on coordinating such social services as child care, health services, and drug
and alcohol abuse counseling. Other states, like New Jersey, Iowa, Florida, and Missouri.
embarked upon similar initiatives aknough these do not always bridge as explicitly to
education reform efforts.



In contrast, many states assemble fewer state policy elements under the umbrella of
systemic reform. In part, this results from a less activist and assertive state policy culture.
In Vermont or Maine, the state role in education traditionally has been very limited, and
it would be politically difficult to attempt coordination across many different spheres, or
in as highly prescribed a way as Georgia, Florida, South Carolina or Texas. In Maine, a
staff member for the Common Core in the state education department said, "In other
states, it may be possible to say, 'Here it is, the best thing since sliced bread, and we
want you to have it in place by September. But there's a strong tradition of local control
here, and you just can't do it" (Viadero 1992, p.1).

No matter how many policy elements states include in reform efforts, state
policymakers must be aware of the many factors that can work to frustrate attempts at
coordination. Systemic reform implies simultaneous alterations in two or more spheres.
As state departments of education across the country have been cut back, these agencies
often lack the resources or technical staff to accomplish it. Furthermore, staffs
traditionally divide along programmatic lines, such as Chapter 1, gifted and talented and
the like, although recently many state departments of education, including those in
Kentucky, Virginia and South Carolina, are reorganizing to shift from monitoring and
compliance functions to technical assistance roles.

Time schedules for the completion of one task often compete with others, resulting in
uncoordinated changes or in one policy mechanism driving changes that it was intended to
follow. In Vermont, resources already committed to the development of portfolio
assessments in mathematics and science mean that these must move ahead of the Common
Core of Learning, which is intended to guide the tests. In part, the delay in the Common
Core is the result of the broad, participatory process Vermont set up to create its
curriculum goals (see below). By shifting organizational resources and priorities, and
building an institutional base for long-term development, some of these obstacles may tx
tackled.

Another problem confronting current efforts to upgrade student achievement within
systemic reform is that the technology for change sometimes lags behind the intended
reform vision. This is nowhere so evident as in the new authentic assessments embraced
by states like Connecticut, Vermont, Maryland, Kentucky and others. Despite much
publicity, the fact is that full development of reliable and valid authentic assessments is
several years away. So, in the interim, states rely on other tests to fulfill political
demands for statewide accountability. For instance, to establish a baseline for future
comparisons (which are integral to their whole notion of reform), Kentucky will rely on
newly developed tests similar to the National Assessment of Educational Progress until the
authentic assessments are ready. Connecticut has gained national attention for its new
assessments of group performance tasks in subjects like science. But these are still being
developed and piloted. Meanwhile, the state relies on its Connecticut Mastery Test
(CMT), a criterion-referenced standardized test that focuses only on mathematics and
language arts.



Even if states develop and connect their own relevant policy instruments, they face
the challenge of local tests or other factors which compete with the new direction.
Placement and evaluation requirements under the Federal Chapter 1 program often compel
districts to use basic skills tests which do not coordinate with the state's overall curricular
objectives, and they help to perpetuate an unchallenging curriculum for these students. In
California, districts administered the California Test of Basic Skills to identify students
for Chapter 1 classrooms and to assess their progress over time. Many teachers also
depended on these tests for instructional purposes because the tests aligned with the state
curriculum were administered only to a sample of students. California is now creating a
new test tied to the frameworks which will be administered to every pupil; perhaps that
might be used for Chapter 1 as well. But in the meantime, districts are relying more than
ever on standardized basic skill exams.

On another level, mobilizing a particular policy sector into overall state reform may
be difficult. For example, states often find it hard to garner the political support for
teacher in-service training programs which link what teachers know to what students are
expected to know. Professional development often lacks "political legs," since it is very
expensive on a large scale. Also, many policymakers and citizens view staff development
as a special bonus for teachers rather than a real means of improving instruction. More
benefits for teachers are often hard to sell, especially when money is tight. However, as
is addressed in some detail later in this article, staff development is key to the success of
efforts to upgrade classroom content. So, policymakers are seeking strategies for
alternative kinds of staff development, including teacher networks and teacher
participation in the creation of new state frameworks and assessments.

Teacher education, subject to the separate governance systems of higher education, is
particularly difficult to coordinate with expectations for student learning. In California,
state department officials reported that efforts to substantively change the coursework
offered in teacher education programs bumped up against academic freedom issues and
the tenure system. Nevertheless, some states are attempting reform in this area. In
Vermont, the Council of Teacher Educators recommended and the state board of
education adopted guidelines which would approve teacher education programs on a
results-oriented basis, using portfolios. The Committee on the Profession of Teaching in
Texas is looking at licensure and re-licensure that focuses on teacher competence. Some
states will probably model licensure revision on the approach taken by the National Board
for Professional Teaching Standards. The Board, which will certify experienced teachers
already licensed by states, uses professional recommendations for student competencies,
such as those developed by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, in the
determination of desired teacher competencies.

Finally, states have not linked school finance to systemic reform strategies. New
Jersey responded to its recent court suit by formula alteration without simultaneous
substantive policy reform (Goertz 1992). Finance reform in Texas took place at the same
time as major policy initiatives to set student learning goals and to examine professional
standards, but the issues were not joined. As a result of Kentucky's school finance



litigation (Rose v. Council for Better Education 1989), the entire educational system was
declared unconstitutional. The ensuing 1990 reform gives strong new direction to the
system and ties funding rewards to achievement of substantive goals. Yet the finance
reform itself does not link the foundation or spending level to any notion of what would
be required to implement the substantive reforms.

If states were to integrate finance with systemic reforms directed at teaching and
learning, they might consider a number of strategies, including funding directly to schools
to support school-level decision-making and providing a committed, continuing source of
funds for professional development linked to new expectations for students (Odden 1991).
They might also redesign teacher compensation systems to reward teacher knowledge and
skills instead of the proxies currently used in experience and education related pay scales
(Odden and Conley 1991; Firestone 1992). Finally, we need better knowledge than
currently exists about the components and costs of high-quality instructional programs
aimed at the achievement of challenging outcomes (Clune 1992). CPRE researchers are
focusing on this issue in continuing studies.

Which policy instruments should states use to "lead"
systemic reform efforts?

In a time of scarce resources, focusing attention on the full development of one
policy instrument, particularly one which is seen to have great authority and leverage in
other policy spheres and over local districts, may help to circumvent some of the
problems mentioned above.

Frequently, one critical policy mechanism coordinates the guiding vision of reform.
A number of states that emphasize the development of consensus around challenging
standards see curriculum frameworks as the leading strategy. For example, the South
Carolina State Department of Education has begun to create curriculum frameworks with
the goal of ambitious content to coordinate other policy change. In California. also, a set
of curriculum frameworks designed by teachers, national experts and other professional
educators is the central mechanism which guides statewide textbook selection, teacher
training programs, assessments, and other state policies.

Other states are using assessment to drive reform. Many believe that assessments are
one of the most powerful levers for instructional change in the classroom; indeed, the
criticism of standardized testing is that it has been almost too effective in stimulating drill-
and-practice pedagogy. The new "authentic assessments" are designed to encourage the
teaching of higher-order thinking skills, more demanding content, and pedagogical
strategies which move beyond rote memorization and involve writing and student projects.
Connecticut is focusing its efforts on authentic assessments. As one Connecticut staff
person put it, "Testing is often a catalyst for change. Tests, for better or worse, often
become goal statements. They tend to send a message more loudly than curriculum"



(Frahm 1990). The staffer suggests that the new tests will begin a long-term shift in
teaching methods from simply passing along facts to facilitating student learning.

However, the evidence on the power of assessments to lead practice is mixed. Much
previous research is based on teachers' reports of how tests influence instruction; there
have been few direct observations of test influence on teachers' practice (Cohen and
Spillane 1992). In addition, the influence of tests on students depends on their
consequences. "High stakes" tests that hinge student promotion or graduation on passage
may strongly challenge students, but up until now high stakes have been applied primarily
to minimal competency type of exams. There is considerable debate about whether it is
fair to attach such stakes to much more sophisticated assessments, those that could
measure and therefore encourage deep understanding and reasoning. Many assert that it
would be premature to hold students accountable until much more is known about the
reliability and validity of newer types of assessment. Furthermore, the new tests may not
be valid unless students have an opportunity to learn the material tested, through richer
instruction that precedes more ambitious testing (National Council on Educational
Standards and Testing 1992; U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment 1992).

Is one lever more powerful, or alternatively a more appropriate, conduit of state
goals? State systemic reform efforts are so recent that it is difficult to judge their effects
on practice, much less to sort out the importance of any single instrument in the mix of
policies affecting instructional guidance. A study comparing implementation of the
California frameworks in elementary mathematics and science found that districts put
more emphasis on mathematics than science, in part because state testing did not assess
science (Marsh and Odden 1991). However, CPRE research in California suggests that
teachers appreciate the reforms expressed in new curriculum frameworks and try to
respond to them even though assessments tied to the frameworks are still being developed
and phased in (See Cohen and Ball 1990 for earlier reports of this research).

The question O leading strategies and sequencing of policy instruments is an
important one that CPRE will follow closely in continuing research.

How can the public and professionals be involved in the
reform process?

It can be argued that providing coherent guidance to instruction is as much a cultural
effort as a policy reform task (Cohen and Spillane 1992). Employers, college officials and
parents must come to understand and value challenging notions of learning if they are to
reinforce school reform. Professionals, teachers and administrators, must understand and
value new forms of teaching aid learning if they are to make instruction more
challenging. One way to educate the public and professionals, to enlist their important
insights and expertise and to grant them ownership over the reform enterprise, is to
involve them in the development of standards for students.



States have used a variety of mechanisms for public and professional involvement
(Massell 1992). Beliefs about the best ways to secure consensus and develop support for
the state's new curriculum goals and documents shape decisions about who participates
and when. Examples from four statesCalifornia, Vermont, South Carolina, and
Kentuckyillustrate some of the strategies and issues in setting up these participatory
processes.

California's strategy for creating its curriculum frameworks focuses on
securing support by creating leading-edge documents, strongly based in research
and expert opinion. Although California had long been in the business of
curriculum frameworks, they were viewed as vague, watered-down documents
that tried to satisfy too many diverse constituencies. Highly regarded teachers,
scholars, and other state and national experts were selected for the framework
writing committees. Draft frameworks would circulate to networks of
professional educators for review and comment. Unlike some other states where
lay citizens are actively involved in setting broad goals for education and for
curriculum prior to the drafting of frameworks, citizen participation in California
occurs largely during the process through regular meetings or public hearings of
the Curriculum Development and Supplemental Materials Commission (a
permanent advisory body to the state department of education). The state also
requires lay citizen input during district reviews that compare local curriculum to
the state frameworks and decide upon matters like state textbooks.

To create its curriculum frameworks oriented around more ambitious content,
South Carolina, like California, is attempting to appoint professional educators
to its writing teams who are "two standard deviations above the mean."
However, the state also established Curriculum Congresses to advise the process
of writing the frameworks and to provide practical ideas to help implement them.
Curriculum Congresses meet on a continuing basis and have an open
membership that includes both the lay public and educators. South Carolina is
hoping that the Curriculum Congresses yield a cadre of teacher leaders who can
ground the framework in practical pedagogy, and who can share their more
intimate understanding of the frameworks with other teachers to encourage a
wider application of the new curriculum.

Kentucky initiated an elaborate stage of goal setting several years prior to any
framework development activity. The purpose was mobilizing the public and
securing professional input and support. In 1989 the gubernatorially appointed
Council on School Performance Standards began with focus group interviews
around the state with business leaders, employers, parents and educators, and
then conducted telephone interviews with randomly selected citizens. Task forces
of professional educators incorporated these findings into six learning goals.
Later, other professional task forces appointed by the Council designated 75
"valued outcomes" for these goals. Only now in 1992 are educators appointed to
state department of education writing teams turning those valued outcomes into



curriculum frameworks. The Department plans for district curriculum
supervisors to review and comment upon the draft frameworks, since they will
be responsible for creating a local curriculum in response.

Vermont also set up a long process for setting curriculum goals preceding the
Common Core of Learning. To develop these goals, the state department of
education launched community Focus Forums in different regions of the state.
The Forum participants are members of the public, often selected at random;
they were asked open-ended questions about what students should know and be
able to do. Their responses directly shaped the State department of education's
first Common Core of Learning document, which will be circulated back to
Forum participants for review and comment. A priority is placed on lay citizen
support and consensus.

For most states, it is too early yet to see how these various agenda-setting processes
enable a more relevant and demanding course of studies, foster political and professional
consensus, or facilitate local implementation. However, we can make some observations.
The first is that California's strategy to create demanding and high quality curriculum
frameworks did leverage wide support among professional educators. In a study of
districts and schools which had adopted the state's curriculum, Marsh and Odden (1991)
found that the frameworks were viewed as authoritative and credible, a result of the
participation of widely renowned teachers and other subject matter experts. Many
observers in California also believe that the high quality of the frameworks created the

support necessary for their adoption by the state board of education despite political
tensions between it and the state department of education.

The second observation is that while public participation is desirable, it can be

difficult to sustain. Although part of the motivation behind the South Carolina's
Curriculum Congresses was to include the business community, its involvement has

dwindled over time. Vermont provides an extraordinary example of a sustained public

role, but it is a very small state with a homogeneous population and a unique tradition of

popular participation in government.

Third, broad public participation in goal setting in Kentucky and Vermont contributed

to the fact that initial curriculum documents were organized primarily around technical

and life skills, such as global stewardship. communication, citizenship, well-being, and
the like. By contrast the frameworks in South Carolina and California are rooted first in
disciplinary perspectives. All four states have as a central goal the development of
interdisciplinary curricula, but the different beginnings will likely yield different strategies

to achieve that goal and form different public and professional constituencies.

In addition to participation in curriculum goals and frameworks, states have other
mechanisms for professional involvement in reform. In Connecticut, Maine, Kentucky and
Vermont, for example, volunteer teachers pilot the new assessments and help to score



them. In addition, some of Connecticut's science and mathematics teachers participate in
an interstate compact that allows them to work with other people also engaged in these
tasks.

A number of questions for continued research emerge from state efforts to enlist the
public and teachers in reform: (1) Is enlisting professional participation in creating the
agenda, as in the Curriculum Congresses in South Carolina, an effective means of
developing a network of teacher leaders? (2) What are the consequences when
controversial curriculum issues, such as multiculturalism, are worked out within the
writing committees themselves, in prior public goal-setting, or at the local level? (3) Does
a prior stage of goal-setting with broad public or professional involvement create greater
consensus and support for state and local reform?

How is political support for systemic reform built and
maintained?

The fragmentation of education policy and reform in this nation is the natural result
of our political system's divided governance structures, single issue candidates and
interest-group politics. Electoral politics place a premium on distinguishing one
policymaker's efforts from another's to enhance visibility at the polls. Over the years, as
states have become more active in school finance, the administration of federal programs,
and in other areas of school policy, interest groups and lobbyists at the state level have
mushroomed. These factors result in policy driven by compromise and bargaining rather
than any uniform vision of change (Fuhrman 1992).

In some states, partly as a consequence of increased responsibilities and tighter
budgets, we have seen increased p xtisanship in education as well as competition between
education and other social services. Policymakers have become lightening rods for
partisan issues which divide and disperse, rather than integrate, reform ideas. For
example, although California's 1983 education reform bill, S.B. 813, had at its core a
more unified notion of change, the legislature lacked the majority to insure its passage.
Governor Deukmejian would only pledge more aid to education in return for more
reforms in the already large bill. This led to a spate of eleventh-hour reform measures,
not identified with the original reform vision (Massell and Kirst 1986).

Systemic reform entails a fundamentally different way of thinking about and
strategizing for school change. It requires a generalists' knowledge of education and
enough understanding of various policy instruments to coordinate and link them to the
central goals. Some states, like Vermont and California, have strong leaders with the
personal charisma and authority to insulate the broader vision of school change from the
political tendencies towards fragmentation. However, the momentum for reform then
becomes highly vulnerable to turnover in leadership.



One approach to encouraging sustained coordinated policymaking is broadening the
jurisdiction, and hence the constituent base, of governmental structures. Growing
governmental specialization means that policy horizons have become increasingly narrow.
For example, at least one house of the legislature in 16 states has separate committees for
postsecondary and for K-12 education. While all policy areas feed off the same budget
and the appropriations process forces tradeoffs, substantive integration across committees
is rare.

Consolidating the structure or work of existing entities could expand their scope and
provide a basis for improved coordination. For instance, states could merge postsecondary
and K-12 committees, and unify corresponding boards of education. States like California
have set up new boards and cabinet positions to encourage interagency collaborations
involving education and other social service departments (Kirst 1992). The agency
collaboration route is an avenue promoted by some in the field of early childhood, a
policy area that is particularly fragmented (Barnett 1992). Short of mergers, the various
bodies could hold regular joint meetings and hearings and set up special offices within
departments to encourage collaboration.

Entirely new governmental structures could also improve coordination and the
political viability of systemic reform. Kentucky's recent reform legislation vests oversight
responsibility in a new Office of Accountability in the Legislative Research Commission.
Charged with the responsibility to monitor and fine-tune the reform act over time,
legislators become vested in its progress and may be less likely to forge off in totally new
directions. This was the experience in South Carolina, where a similar approach was
tried. The 1984 Education Improvement Act (EIA) created a number of oversight entities.
within and across branches of government. The various bodies helped EIA maintain its
direction by mobilizing the support and interest needed to defray elected policymakers'
need for "new" symbolic projects. Citizens were regularly informed of implementation
progress and effects and were continually reminded that the reforms would take time to
bear full fruit. Policymakers were able to show their dedication to the reform effort by
serving on EIA oversi;;L committees and commenting on the results shown in the
mandated accountability reports. As a consequence, during the first five years no pressure
was brought to follow EIA with other reforms. South Carolina did not experience the
shifts in emphasis and proliferation of projects that occurred in other states during the
1980s.

One of the oversight agencies, the South Carolina Business-Education Subcommittee,
includes diverse members of the business, education and legislative communities.
Consequently, it provides a forum for negotiating across interests and reaching consensus
before policy recommendations enter the political arena. The long deliberations of this
committee eventually yielded Target 2000, a 1989 reform bill which sought to reorient
EIA from basic skills to higher-order thinking. The Subcommittee functions much like
reform task forces; it holds hearings, develops recommendations, seeks compromise and
tries to build support for the resulting policy. However, it is not ad hoc in the manner of



task forces; it is a standing forum that functions as a permanent arena for consensus prior
to the deliberation of political bodies.

Might such an entity representing key constituencies interested in improving student
achievementteachers, university experts, parents, administrators, business and political
leadersserve to preserve political momentum for systemic refcrm? States that are
establishing broad-based, continuing curriculum/assessment committees may be moving in
such a direction. Whether these kinds of entities are able to protect the coherence of their
approach over time will probably depend on a number of factors, including their
membership and scope of concern.

The entity's recommendations would take force from the expertise and representative-
ness of the membership. Bringing political leaders into the deliberations may give
suggestions a better chance of surviving authorization and appropriations processes.
Invoh...ig practitioners will improve the likelihood that their recommendations reflect the
realities of teaching and learning and enlist teachers' support. In effect, the standards
developed by such an authority would influence educators much as design standards
influence engineers; they would carry the "best practice" seal of approval granted by
professional leaders (Fuhrman 1992).

Such a group would not only set standards but also refine them over time, providing
a mechanism for ensuring the incorporation of new knowledge and for adjusting to
feedback provided by experience. With such flexibility in mind, it might be advantageous
to avoid codifying standards by formal enactment, but to rely instead on the continuing
authority of a well-constituted and legitimate standards entity. The broader the scope of
the entity, the greater the foundation for policy coordination. For example, in addition to
subject matter content standards, they also might consider inter- and cross-disciplinary
implications. As in the case of California's framework writing committees, deliberations
could encompass the array of policies that should be aligned in support of outcome
recommendations.

How can "bottom-up" reforms be incorporated with
state-led curriculum guidance?

The approaches to systemic reform described thus far have been deductive, that is.
coordination begins at the state level. Another way of approaching systemic reform is
through more inductive, bottom-up methods which begin at the local school level and look
"up" through the system to assemble the resources and support for coherent change. In
New Mexico, schools under the guidance of the Coalition of Essential Schools and the
Education Commission of the States define their own goals and missions and seek support
through state policy. A challenge is how to replicate the effort across new sites, and
whether state policy can reasonably accommodate and tailor their policies to the
individually-identified needs of each site. The United States might learn some lessons



from Australia in this regard. In that nation, a national-level curriculum mapping exercise
seeks to distill a common core curriculum from various, existing state curricula. There
might be parallels between that process and what could occur between local and state
governments in this nation.

Even in the states that initiate reform with state standards and coordinated policies,
there is discussion of granting simultaneous school flexibility. Many leaders believe that
the state should set broad goals and policies, but that schools should specify the details of
curriculum and instruction, much as Smith and O'Day (1991b) argued. For example,
Policy 2000, under consideration by the West Virginia Board of Education, pairs state
instructional leadership with substantial deregulation to promote school flexibility. KERA
also marries state standard setting and assessment with school-based management.

However, the difficulties of combining "top-down" and "bottom-up" reform should
not be underestimated. A number of contradictions and missed opportunities indicate that
this area of reform will be among the most challenging to accomplish. For example, in
Kentucky, schools are to be self - governing, yet KERA requires schools to eliminate
grade-based classrooms in K-3. A number of states have restructuring programs to
support school decision-making but school councils are not explicitly encouraged to focus
their activities on meeting state instructional goals. Even though school choice is very
compatible with systemic reform, many discussions pit choice against state policy
improvement, as if market control and coherent state guidance were antagonistic.
Systemic reform might enhance choice, for the state curriculum frameworks would
establish a protective structure to ensure that all schools were providing challenging
content and examinations would provide valid data to guide decisions (Smith and O'Day
1991b). But while public school choice is increasingly on state policy agendas, and at
least 30 states have enacted recent legislation to promote it in one form or another
(Fossey 1992), policymakers are not linking choice and state instructional guidance by
combining them in reform approaches.

How to allocate responsibilities among levels of decision-makers is a perennial
question in this nation and others, across areas of public policy, and in the private sector
as well (Clune 1987; Tyack 1992; Elmore 1992a; Weiler 1992; Winkler 1992; Lewis
1992; Carnoy 1992; Brown 1992). Two current dilemmas facing policymakers indicate
how difficult it is to sort out responsibilities in the system.

The first quandary concerns the degree of detail states should specify in curriculum
standards. State frameworks or curriculum guidelines vary in the extent to which they
specify course content. No state curriculum effort determines the exact content or timing
of daily lessons, as occurs in France or other European countries (Smith, O'Day and
Cohen 1990; 1991). In the U.S. these documents are intended to serve as guidelines for
coordinating other state policies and local curriculum development. But the variation in
specificity that does exist provides Interesting contrasts.



California's curriculum frameworks in general define the core concepts of a field,
goals and learning strands, enriched courses for the early grades, sequencing, the number
of years of instruction, and cross-disciplinary strategies. The mathematics guides, for
example, have an extensive rationale and philosophy, and numerous examples illustrating
standards of achievement. Although curriculum frameworks are not mandated by law, the
extent to which they are coordinated into other programs and policies makes them more
prescriptive than might first appear (Archbald 1991b; also see Tyree 1990; Porter,
Archbald and Tyree 1991). The Common Core of Learning established in northeastern
states like Vermont and Connecticut describe what students should know and be able to
do, but do not begin with the subject-matter disciplines and are relatively less detailed.

Less specific documents provide greater latitude for local decisions on curriculum.
Some reformers believe that the more local flexibility, the better. Although the true test of
these arguments will come in research that focuses more strongly on the enactment of
curriculum in schools and classrooms (Elmore, Sykes and Spillane 1992), evidence
suggests that more specific documents, supported by many examples of teacher lessons,
may be more enabling for schools and teachers (e.g.. Hannaway 1992). Although states
do not want to infringe upon hallowed traditions of local curriculum development, the fact
is that the capacity of many local schools and districts to create their own curriculum has
declined steadily over the years (Walker 1990). Furthermore, a CPRE study comparing
teachers in districts in California, Florida and New York with a highly centralized
curriculum to those with a noncentralized curriculum suggest no strong difference in
teachers' sense of personal efficacy and job satisfaction (Archbald 1991a).

Teachers often want model lessons to guide their teaching. Given a shortage of long-
term staff development dollars in most states and the difficulty of reforming pre-service
teacher education, teachers need alternative forms of guidance to accomplish the state's
new policy goals. This is particularly important for helping teachers realize the academic
goals of challenging content for special needs students and others at academic risk.

CPRE researchers are examining attempts to upgrade math instruction in low-income
high schools in New York and California. Math A in California and "stretch Regents"
(school decision to offer Regents Math I and II courses over 4 years rather than 2) in
New York incorporate integrated curricula and are intended to move students into more
challenging course sequences. Teachers in both states favored more, not less guidance,
about the content of the courses. Math A teachers in California expressed frustration
about the unavailability of a quality textbook for the course and the corresponding need to
constantly develop course materials. This problem was especially serious for English-
limited students, because there are essentially no Math A materials in other than English
(one Spanish-speaking teacher finally got burned out translating materials into Spanish). In
New York, some teachers complained that the later stretch Regents courses were
repetitious and generally poorly designed as supplements to the first course. These
problems suggest the idea of placing responsibility for course design at the school level
probably is not a good idea and that course design, like professional development, might



profitably be taken on by larger bodies, such as subject-matter networks to be discussed

further below.

Furthermore, the notion of school-by-school creation of curricula is vastly

complicated by high student mobility in urban areas. In single courses, such as Math A,

only 30 percent of a class may be enrolled for one entire semester, while only a small

minority of students takes a complete math sequence in the same school. We plan to

collect careful data or this question (the first study, to our knowledge, linking course

content with student mobility). The ultimate policy significance remains to be explored:

does high mobility make a standard curriculum necessary?

A subset of the specificity issue concerns the establishment of state standards as

generic vs. subject-matter specific skills and competencies. In a number of states. like
Minnesota, policymakers are debating how best to express outcomes. Some assert that

generic competencies are most likely to support interdisciplinary studies or that the

"content wars" about which topics to include or exclude should be fought at the local

level. Business leaders, too, tend to express work-related skills in more generic terms. On

the other side are those who believe that skills are embedded in content and that subject-
specific standards give more concrete guidance to teachers trying to implement them. As

noted in the previous section, the process established to determine standards can interact

with the content /generic skill debate.

The second issue concerns the fate of traditional regulation of practice, given new

state emphasis on outcomes rather than process. Much reform discussion centers on
anchoring accountability around outcomes; schools and districts would be accredited,

rewarded and/or sanctioned based on student performance and other measures such as
student attainment. Schools would have utmost flexibility in organization and delivery of
instruction, so that they could maximize achievement on the outcomes in ways tailored to

the needs of their cm n students. No longer would states regulate practice, such as class

size or amount of instruction in various subjects.

Deregulatory efforts to date indicate the complexities of process deregulation. First,

current deregulatory programs do not shed much light on the type of wholesale
deregulation envisioned by the outcome accountability scenario. Some states, like South

Carolina, are contemplating broad scale deregulation for virtually all schools and districts.

But at the moment a number of states use deregulation, or eligibility for waivers, as a

reward for higher-achieving and/or consistently highly accredited schools. Although
school improvement research teaches that autonomy or flexibility is a likely precursor to
improvement, many programs deny discretion to schools most needing improvement

(Fuhrman 1989).

Second, recent experience indicates that removing regulation will not in and of itself,

turn tradition-bound schools into exemplars of creativity. A range of policiessuch as
teacher professional development and assistance to schoolsmight be needed to help
schools take advantage of the flexibility and maximize achievement. Deregulation does



provide a stimulus to change by encouraging schools to examine and address barriers to
improvement, including but not limited to regulation. Studies in South Carolina and
Washington suggest that automatic exemption from a number of rules, in contrast to rule-
by-rule waivers on local request, is particularly promising (Fuhrnian, Fry and Elmore
1992; Fry, Fuhrman and Elmore 1992b). However, deregulation will disappoint those
who view rules as the primary enemy of school improvement; removing them will not be
sufficient stimulus for reform.

Furthermore, deregulatory programs leave many regulations still on the books.
Adequate levels of health, safety, adequacy of physical plant and financial accountability
must be assured. Categorical programs, which typically include requirements to assure
that services are targeted to meet special needs, are an important continuing source of
regulation. Many practitioners in currently deregulated schools find their flexibility
hampered by special program rulesor the interpretation of those rulesthat are not
included in the deregulation effort. For example, while class size limits are lifted in the
basic program for deregulated schools in South Carolina, they remain in effect in the
state-mandated gifted and talented program (CPRE 1992).

Finally, it is incumbent on the system to assure that all students have an opportunity
to meet new outcome standards, to learn the expected content and skills. Assuring
equitable access to well-qualified teachers, high-quality instructional materials and various
instructional offerings may require some degree of regulation. Many argue that
opportunity to learn can be measured or tracked without setting standards or constraining
practice. Others assert that some regulation of practice is essential for at least some
districts, particularly in instances where taxpayer support needs extra leverage or where
corrupt practices exist.

Corrupt and troubled districts, the ones that keep many policymakers away from
contemplating broad-scale deregulation, are subject to enhanced enforcement of regulation
through state takeover in a number of states. However, takeover programs may not solve
the troubles and must be carefully designed. Troubled schools and districts are not likely
to improve simply because there is more enforcement of regulation. If state intervention is
to assist those subject to sanctions, school-le' 21 needs for assistance with educational
concerns should take precedence over assuring central office compliance to state rules
(Fuhrman, Fry and Elmore 1992a; Dolan 1992; Fuhrman and Elmore 1992).

The difficulty of resolving dilemmas about the desired degree of state guidance and
the necessary degree of regulation suggests that reform rhetoric about "outcome
accountability and process deregulation" needs serious examination. Within the categories
of "outcomes" and "process" are many discrete policy instruments. CPRE plans to
examine, across a variety of settings, the variation in the degree of control exerted over
individual instruments by various levels of governance and the implications of different
loose/tight constructions. One interesting finding from a CPRE study of decentralized
schools in two districts illustrates the complexity of control issues. Unlike typical schools
where teachers work isolated and relatively autonomously in their classrooms, teachers in



the study schools are brought out of their individual classrooms and expected to interact
with colleagues and administrators in planning, implementing and evaluating their
educational programs. The consequence is that teacher behavior is more highly controlled
in decentralized settings, but the control process is not a bureaucratic one based on rules
and regulations, nor an economic one based on incentives; it is a process of social and
cognitive control (Hannaway 1992).

Do school personnel have the capacity to promote
ambitious student outcomes?

States must consider local capacity to carry out systemic reform. In California, CPRE
researchers found that local district curriculum supervisors were often overwhelmed by
the need to respond to new curriculum frameworks issued by the state department of
education each year. Similarly, teachers, particularly elementary teachers responsible for
all the different subject areas, struggle to keep abreast of all the changes expected of
them. Capacity to address reform varies by role and the level of the system. In Vermont,
where many teachers volunteered to participate in mathematics portfolio assessments,
coping with so many aspects of reformin special education, restructuring, and
professional development around the new assessmentsleft many without the time to
score the work (Rothman 1992).

A key aspect of capacity is the knowledge base of teachers. Reform efforts in states
like California promote an active, constructivist vision of learning, an adventurous
conception of teaching, and a belief that instruction should be rooted in deep knowledge
of academic disciplines. These ideas mark a remarkable change in American ambitions for
public schools.

The reform ideas would enrich instruction, but they also would greatly complicate
instruction. CPRE's analyses and classroom studies in California and Michigan
elementary schools suggest several key complications. First, because teachers are
supposed to encourage students to assume much larger instructional roles and
responsibilities, they open up classroom communication to many more voices, and much
more independent speech. They change the discourse structure of classrooms so that
authority accrues to those who make the most persuasive arguments. The social
organization of classrooms grows much more lively and rich, but teachers' intellectual,
managerial, and political responsibilities grow enormously as well.

Second, teaching of this sort increases risks and uncertainty. For academic work
becomes more complex when students try to make sense of biology or literature than
when they simply memorize the frog's anatomy or the sentence's structure. Instruction
also becomes much less predictable when student discuss and debate their interpretations
of a story or their conception of vertebrate anatomy, rather than memorizing facts in
isolated silence at their desks or reciting them back to their teachers. For teachers must



manage very complex interactions about very complicated ideas, in rapid-fire fashion.
They must cope with much greater uncertainty when students present ideas that are
difficult to understand, when they offer unpredictable insights in discussions, and when
they get into complicated disagreements. Teachers also must manage their own greatly
increased vulnerability, for they depend upon students to produce a great deal of
instruction. Third, teaching as reformers propose entails that teachers learn many new
things: New conceptions of knowledge, new views of human learning, and new
approaches to classroom organization and discourse. But in order to learn such things
most teachers will have unlearn much that they knew deeply and well.

How are teachers responoing to the policy shift? Our data arise from the first few
years of reform, and thus must be viewed with great caution: The reforms are still
developing, and teachers are just beginning to understand and respond to the new ideas.
Additionally, their response is being shaped by other forces, such as fiscal crises in state
and local government, and ensuing program and staff cuts. Nonetheless, we can report
several points. Many teachers' knowledge of the reform policies is limited. State efforts
to communicate with teachers have been constrained both by limits of time and money,
and by existing conceptions of communication. Many teachers in both California and
Michigan never have seen the reform documents. But all have learned about the reforms
from some source(s), including texts, local professional development, and others.

Most teachers are quite experienced, and have lived through many previous efforts at
reform. Nonetheless, they appear to be making a good faith effort to understand the
reforms, and to respond professionally. Though teachers approach the reforms from
diverse professional backgrounds and different conceptions of practice, they accept that it
is their responsibility to try to understand the ideas and to respond to them in their
teaching. We have found little cynicism or resistance. Teachers understand the reforms,
and respond to them from the context of established pedagogical practice and inherited
conceptions of knowledge. These practices and knowledge are generally didactic, teacher-
centered. and traditional. Reforms are understood to entail changes, but teachers generally
envision the changes as both consistent with and different from established knowledge and
practice. Teachers view the changes in their practice as large, even cataclysmic. But
reformers would view the same changes as modest. In part because teachers' inherited
ideas and practices are generally traditional, what would seem a small change to
reformers is in fact immense for the teachers making the change.

Similarly, it seems that the high school math innovations in both California and New
York have created substantial change in content and pedagogy compared with traditional
math courses. In California, teachers of Math A follow the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics (NCTM)-like model in class, with its open-ended problems, manipula-
tives, and high participation by individuals and groups of students. In New York, the
teachers of the stretch Regents courses use the regular Regents textbooks (and some
students reportedly express pride about carrying these college prep books around the
hallways). However, teachers commonly speak of the increased burden of mastering the
new material and teaching it to large groups of disadvantaged students (many of whom



require extra attention). The large class sizes in California may be an important factor in
the reported teacher burden.

Successful implementation of new high school math courses seems to depend strongly
on school adoption and serious district support. If the new concept is accepted by only a
few teachers in the school, the implementation is incomplete, and conflicts are created
(for example, in San Diego, a serious unresolved conflict between Math A as a pre-
Algebra vs. alternative course). Research on the district role indicates that historically
districts have not focused on instructional improvement. District personnel have not been
staffed or organized in ways that promote attention to the issue; they have not spent
significant amounts of time on the issue; they have overlooked opportunities to influence
instruction; and they have passed key instructional decisions down the hierarchy to the
classroom, without offering much support or reinforcement for what happens there.
However, it is quite likely that the incentive structure federal and state policies provide to
districts influences them to attend more to fund accounting and rule compliance than to
key issues of instruction. Should states focus policies around ambitious instruction,
districts would have greater incentives to shift to supporting schools in teaching and
learning (Elmore 1992b).

Ultimately, the answer to whether or not schools have the capacity to respond to state
policies about ambitious instruction comes to rest on teacher professional development. As
noted previously, this unquestionably important aspect of reform is not necessarily
politically popular. Fiscal stress makes it particularly vulnerable. At CPRE, we are
examining a variety of mechanisms for providing professional development for more
challenging instruction. Teachers usually do not have access to new ideas and are not well
situated to share them with others (Firestone 1991). Restructuring that involves teachers
in the identification of school goals and needs (Levin 1991) requires the broadening of
teachers' horizons.

Teacher networks seem to provide one particularly promising approach that has
emerged in the last few years (Adams, forthcoming). The experience with California's
new Math A framework in San Francisco (a project sponsored by the National Science
Foundation) suggests that staff development is greatly enhanced by daily preparation
periods involving networks of teachers and long summer workshops. As teachers extend
themselves professionally, they expand their own understanding of their role. In another
CPRE study of California teachers participating in the Ford Foundation sponsored Urban
Mathematics Collaborative, researchers found that meeting people who are influential
within their own discipline, in industry, in local state or national policy, enhanced
teachers' sense of the possible, and helped them to recognize expertise and incorporate
this into their teaching. Teacher participation in these meetings informed new curriculum
policy decisions at all levels. Teacher empowerment, they found, rests not simply on
greater decision-making but on decision-making that rests on subject-matter knowledge,
knowledge of the broader professional community and knowledge of education policy
(Lichtenstein et al. 1991).



What are the equity implications of systemic reform
strategies?

One of the reasons more and more policymakers are attracted to systemic reform is
the hope it offers for greater equity. Emphasis on basic skills instruction and improved
social and economic conditions contributed to a narrowing of the achievement gap
between minority and white students, and to some extent between students at different
levels of economic advantage, between 1960 and the mid-1980s (Smith and O'Day 1991a;
CPRE 1991a). To continue such improvement, despite recent reverses in social and
economic trends, it would be beneficial to have a common set of high quality standards
for curricular content and student performance. A structure that reinforces challenging
outcomes for all students, in all schools, would promote equity (Smith and O'Day 1992).

An integrated structure and clearly articulated standards would provide a basis for
comparing the quality of educational inputs, such as the quality and appropriateness of
curricular materials, and the adequacy of teacher preparation. etc. Such comparison is
more educationally relevant than a simple comparison of fiscal resources; it speaks to how
resources are allocated rather than simply to amounts of dollars. Schools spending equal
dollars could vary enormously in the equity of opportunity. Some could educate all
children comparably; some could offer a strongly differentiated curriculum. If we had
common challenging standards, policy support in the way of well-trained teachers and
materials, and accountability tied to achievement on the standards, schools would be
pressured and supported in developing programs that maximize achievement for all
students.

A number of challenges arise in linking challenging standards to greater equity. One
is striking a balance in constructing the standards between the common culture and needs
of the society as a whole and the diverse perspectives, needs and histories of individuals
and subgroups within that society. To do this, states are trying to construct standards as a
core set of expectations that themselves contain some choice and flexibility and that may
be supplemented by schools and teachers responding to community concerns. In addition,
the dialogue about what belongs in the common core, as contentious as it may be in some
subjects and some settings, can be a constructive experience for the public and
professionals alike.

A second challenge concerns the meaning of ambitious content for students of
different ability and prior achievement. The idea of challenging standards is higher
expectations for all students, nevertheless students come with different levels of
preparation. There is the danger that adjusting to different needs means watering down for
some students. In California and New York, in spite of the sincere effort to upgrade the
math curriculum, a differentiated curriculum remains very much in existence. The
NCTM-like Math A may require higher levels of language proficiency than formal
mathematics. So, in San Francisco, students with severe math deficiencies and/or
problems with English language may be placed in remedial math classes which use



mastery learning techniques to teach elementary school arithmetic. Also, neither Math A
nor stretch-Regents represents a truly common curriculum but, rather, an upgraded
version of the lower track (in effect, "good tracking" vs. "bad tracking"). In all schools
were are studying, the traditional college prep curriculum remains the "fast track."
However, an encouraging sign is that there is a clear tendency to get alternative math
sequences approved for college entrance because these courses are perceived to be more
motivating for many students who are discouraged by formal math.

An associated issue concerns the relationship between upgrading of the general
curriculum through systemic reform and programming for special need students. At his
early stage in systemic reform efforts, it seems that special need programs, traditionally
called "categoricals," are largely left in place while reform efforts focus on the
curriculum for mainstream students. This is not universally true. In 1991 the Minnesota
legislature directed the disassembly and complete administrative and educational
integration of special needs programming. This directive also included vocational
education. However, perhaps because of concerns about federal requirements (some of
which may be over-interpreted by states, districts and schools), and worries about student
service needs and legal rights, discussions of systemic reform rarely touch on how
students with special problems may be educated under common standards. If systemic
reform efforts bypass those students, including many in large cities where funding from
categorical programs drives much of what happens in schools, they will be neither
reforms nor systemic.

Efforts to fashion more coherent experiences for students should extend beyond
policy to the many private and community supported projects aimed at improving schools.
While each dropout support, attendance improvement, health or career awareness program
is well-intentioned, the net effect can be a series of separate interventions, for different
students or for different needs of the same student. Each program has its own approach,
staffing pattern, delivery structure and accountability demands. Educators attempting to
respond to student needs holistically probably invest extraordinary energy in coordinating
the acronymic jumble. Perhaps that energy is diverted from serving the student and
enriching instruction; perhaps there are alternative approaches to student needs that break
free of the "special project" design.

The relationship between categorical programs, special projects and systemic reform
efforts is an area deserving serious attention from policymakers and researchers. Issues of
coordination in serving students require investigation, as does the possibility of
channelling special foundation, corporate or community support away from discrete
projects toward strategic support for instructional improvement.



Can the development of systemic reform strategies
withstand state fiscal stress?

The financial outlook for state budgets in the near future is bleak. Despite massive
budget cutting and tax increases in fiscal 1991 and 1992, by the middle of this fiscal year
35 states were forced to cut $5.7 billion. Rather than maintaining the usual 5 percent
budget reserves, these balances are expected to drop to .8 percent of total expenditures
and rebound only to 1 percent during fiscal 1993. In California, despite $14 billion in tax
increases and spending cuts in 1991, by January of 1992 the state faced a projected deficit
of $5 billion (Harp 1992a). Later estimates were running as high as $11 billion, and
schools were expected to lose $1.2 to $2 billion over the next fiscal year.

Against the backdrop of budget cuts and tax increases, funding for school reform will
come into increased competition with other state services (Harp 1992b). For example, a
coordinated set of reforms in Arizona was recently stalled amidst budget battles in the
legislature.

Even in states where systemic reforms have gotten a toe-hold, undoubtedly state
fiscal problems are slowing the pace, if not the intent, of these efforts. Serious budget
problems have affected Connecticut's development of new alternative testing, and
development of reliable and valid performance assessments will be quite expensive for
this and other states. These costs led a Florida committee evaluating alternative
assessment to recommend a mixture of norm-referenced testing with limited alternative
assessments. In Kentucky extended school services were cut by 40 percent in the new
two-year budget. Lawmakers also lowered their goals for forward funding the school
incentive programs and a school technology network.

Short of great influxes of new cash, states can continue to move towards systemic
reform in a fiscally conservative fashion. Through interstate networks like the Connecticut
Multi-State Performance Assessment Coalition Team (COMPACT) funded by the National
Science Foundation, states can share knowledge and pool resources. Coordinating
textbook adoptions with other states, as California and Texas are doing in science, may
leverage publishers into both providing a greater variety of options and books at lower
cost. California strategizes to coordinate outside project dollars to support its reforms,
such as Eisenhower monies for staff development linked to the curriculum frameworks.
Enlisting broad teacher support in the development of assessments and curriculum, as
mentioned above, at the same time builds support and understanding to help in
implementation. With fiscal constraints, focusing resources on the full development of
curriculum goals and guidelines or other mechanisms which operationalize what students
should know and be able to do will at minimum provide guidelines for local districts and
others to begin to mobilize their own testing and curriculum around them.



Conclusion

Putting the pieces of reform together so that policy provides strong, coherent support

for school improvement is a complex undertaking. Systemic reform ideas seem to require
unprecedented efforts to integrate separate policies, new strategies ofpolicy sequencing,

novel processes to involve the public and professionals in setting standards, challenges to
traditional politics, complex efforts to balance state leadership with flexibility at the

school site, extraordinary investment in professional development, and creative
approaches to serving the varied needs of students. To compound the challenge, states are
facing these extremely demanding issues at a time of severe fiscal difficulty.

Nonetheless, policymakers are crafting strategies to deliberate, develop and

implement systemic reform. In this article we have highlighted some approaches that seem

promising, even at this early stage of state efforts. The promise is amplified by the

broader, societal movement toward consensus on challenging student outcomes that

surrounds these early policy activities.

Both the difficulty of the problems facing systemic reform efforts and the promise of

a number of intriguing state strategies suggest the need for continued study of systemic
reform over the next several years.
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